Introduction
Depending on its composition and the degree of tilting of polyhedral at room temperature, perovskites exhibit various types of crystal structures such as cubic, monoclinic, tetrahedral, hexagonal, and rhombohedral. The ideal cubic structure of perovskite consists of 3-D framework of BX 6 octahedra with corner-sharing in which A-cation is surrounded with twelve equidistant atoms and thus has a coordination number of twelve [1] . The broad formula of cubic perovskites is ABX 3 , where A and B represent cations alkaline earth (Ca, Ba, Sr, etc.) and transition metals (Fe, Ti, Ni, etc.) respectively, and X is oxide/halide ion. Due to the diverse type of physiochemical properties, cubic perovskites has gained considerable attention of researchers. These compounds demonstrate useful properties from engineering and scientific point of view, i.e. colossal magneto-resistance, high temperature superconductivity, low electronic energy bands, metal-insulator transitions, ferro-electricity, piezoelectricity, ferromagnetism, photochromic, and catalytic activity, etc. These interesting properties of cubic perovskites varied with composition and structure. They have been applied in numerous industrial and engineering applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Lattice constant (LC) is an important feature of crystalline materials. It helps in the identification of materials and reveals structural properties. Determination of LC through computational approaches has recently gained importance due to their ability to reduce experimental temporal cost and expenses. For instance, in developing a high quality thin film growth [6] , a matching lattice substrate is searched that has reduced lattice mismatch. Such problems have prompted the researchers to investigate accurate LC prediction models so that conformal substrate material can be sort out quickly for industrial and engineering applications.
In the recent years, researchers have developed LC prediction models for cubic perovskites using linear regression techniques. This includes seminal work of Jiang et al. [7] , Moreira et al. [8] , and Ubic [9] . These researchers have developed LC prediction model in the form of an empirical relation using linear regression. These models are unable to find the nonlinearity involved in correlating LC to atomic parameters of perovskites. As a results prediction error may not reduce appreciably. Secondly, in linear models, all the available compounds are used in development stage. Therefore, it is hard for linear models to predict precisely LC for novel compounds. Lufaso et al. had developed mathematical model based SPuDS program, to predict structural parameters of crystalline (perovskites) compounds [10] and material scientists are using this program in predicting the structural parameters of synthesized perovskites.
In this paper, we proposed support vector regression (SVR) base nonlinear approach to develop LC prediction model for cubic/pseudocubic perovskites. SVR models have exhibited more accurate prediction performance. Further, this accurate prediction of SVR models are also measured for newly collected compounds. The average prediction error for new compounds is 0.615%. This highlight a good generalization capability of SVR models designed for cubic perovskites.
Proposed SVR Based Approach
The nonlinear behavior of complex compounds may compromises the accuracy of linear prediction models. The idea of correlating ionic radii of constituent ions with LCs of cubic perovskites is exploited using SVR machine learning approach. These models are expected to more effective.
A modular approach is designed to develop SVR models and block diagram of proposed modular approach is shown in Figure 1 . This approach comprise of three main modules as follows: 1) Data sampling module 2) SVR development module 3) SVR evaluation module
Data sampling module
In data sampling module, each sample represents a compound that consists of ionic radii vector, r = [r A , r B , r X ], and corresponding LC vector, LC = [a]. Here r A , r B , and r X represent effective ionic radii of A, B, and X atoms, respectively. These ionic radii vectors of the training, validation, and verification dataset are used to predict LCs of cubic perovskites.
Training and validation datasets are taken from the work of R. Ubic [9] , which comprises of 132 compounds. Training dataset consists of randomly selected 100 compounds and remaining 32 samples are kept as validation dataset. In addition to this, for verification purpose, we have collected 8 new compounds, in which two compounds are cubic and the rest are pseudocubic.
It is to be noted that some of the compounds in Jiang et al [7] are not cubic, rather pseudocubic, as mentioned by R. Ubic [9] . However, these samples become a test case for prediction models to evaluate their penalization abilities. This is because most of the compounds in the training and validation data are cubic and thus predicting LC of those compounds that are not cubic becomes a difficult problem for prediction models. 
Newly Collected Compounds
The experimental lattice parameters of new perovskites are retrieved from current literature and its parameters are listed in Table 4 . BaRuO 3 compound is reported as cubic with lattice parameters a=4.005Å [11] .
PbTiO 3 and PbZrO 3 compounds are claimed to be ferroelectric material. At room temperature, PbTiO 3 exhibit tetragonal structure However, it undergoes a phase transition of cubic structure with a=3.971Å at Curie temperature of 763K [12] . A single crystal of PbZrO 3 , at room temperature, has orthorhombic structure with a=8.231Å, b=11.77Å, and c=5.881Å [13] . However, at high temperature, this compound undergoes a phase transition to cubic structure with a=4.176Å [12] . More orthorhombic compounds of SrRuO 3 [11] , CdGeO 3 [14] , CaGeO 3 [15, 16] , and LaNiO 3 [17] are also included.
Previously, CaGeO 3 and CdGeO 3 compounds were reported as cubic with a=3.723Å and a=3.74Å respectively [14] . Now in [16] , these compounds are claimed to be orthorhombic with a=5.261Å; b=5.268Å; c=7.44Å for CaGeO 3 and a=5.261Å; b=5.268Å; c=7.44Å for CdGeO 3 . Therefore, their pseudocubic LC is computed to be a ps =3.792Å (CaGeO 3 ) and a ps =3.785Å (CdGeO 3 ) using 3 
Simple ruthenium based oxides (ARuO 3 : A=Ba, Sr, Ca) have received attention due to appealing magnetic properties [11] . Both SrRuO 3 (a=5.571Å; b=5.535Å; c=7.85Å) and CaRuO 3 (a=5.357Å; b=5.533A; c=7.663Å) compounds have orthorhombic structure [11] . LC values of pseudocubic perovskite structures are computed, using the same formulation as developed in [18] , to be a ps =3.84Å and a ps =3.92 Å, respectively.
SVR development module
Development module uses the training dataset in the form of ionic radii vector and corresponding LC vector. this module is based on statistical learning theory [19, 20] . Here, we will explain with reference to SVR development point of view. For N samples, we have a pair of dataset ( , ), 1, ,
The input data is mapped into a nonlinear mapping Φ such that the input data may be linearly separable, ( 
The above equation is solved by using a kernel function as:
where K(x,x i ) is called the kernel function and is equal to the dot product of nonlinear mapping of input vector 
This equation is also called ε-insensitive loss function or ε-tube [21, 22] . Lagrange multipliers, are determined by maximizing the following functional
with constraints
where C is a trade-off parameter, which determines the cost of constraint violation. Its value is empirically determined during training. At the end of training, support vectors that correspond to non-zero values of coefficients (
The most commonly used Gaussian kernel function is chosen. The optimal values of cost function C, error function ε, and the kernel width σ are found using grid search [23] and listed in Table 1 .
SVR evaluation module
This module evaluates the performance of SVR model for training, validation, and verification data. The output performance of prediction models is measured in terms of percentage absolute difference (PAD) between experimental LC and predicted LC. It is expressed as: 
Result and Discussion
The acquired results show that the SVR models are more accurate than linear models. In the work, two different types of SVR models were developed for holdout and self-consistency tests. For holdout test, the input data is divided into training and validation. However, for self-consistency test all the input samples ware used for comparison with linear models. Table 2 shows the statistical summary of SVR model in terms of PAD. The average PAD is near to 0.29% for training data. The prediction results of each training sample for holdout method are provided in the row 1 to row 100 of the Table 5. This table also shows, for holdout test, the PAD statistics of SVR model for 32 unseen cubic compounds (validation data) and corresponding LC values are given in the row 101 to row 132 of the Table 5 . Table 2 shows the average PAD is 0.52% for validation data. Although this performance on validation data is promising but it can further reduce. There are two samples in the validation data showing quite high PAD in the rows 123 and 127 of the Table 5 . These NdMnO 3 and CsCdCl 3 compounds giving PAD values to be 1.8249 and 1.3715, respectively. These compounds also give high PAD values of 2.026% and 2.476% respectively, as reported by R. Ubic [9] . The experimental values of NdMnO 3 and CsCdCl 3 should be 3.911Å and 5.261Å, instead of 3.8Å and 5.21Å. When these corrected experimental values are used then PAD values corresponding to these compounds reduces to 1.0662% and 0.3897% for NdMnO 3 and CsCdCl 3 , respectively. This results in an overall reduction of mean PAD to be 0.4742% for validation data.
The linear regression based prediction models have used all 132 data samples for model development, i.e. they have used self-consistency test. Figure 2 shows the plot of SVR model for selfconsistency test. The prediction results for self-consistency test are given in Table 5 . It is observed that almost all the predicted values lie on the actual line. This fact is observed from the lowest mean PAD value of 0.11% (Table 2) . Table 3 summarizes the average PAD performance of different prediction models. This shows that SVR prediction models are more accurate and generalized than linear models.
A generalized prediction model maintains accurate performance on unseen data samples. In order to investigate this capability of models, a verification dataset was generated by collecting new cubic/pseudocubic perovskites. The details of input parameters along with predicted LC values are given in Table 4 . This indicates the lowest mean PAD value of SVR model (0.615%) as compared to linear models and SPuDS software. This helps to verify the penalized and more accurate performance of SVR models than linear approaches.
For comparative analysis, In this work, the LC prediction are extracted using SPuDS program and results are listed in Table 4 . SPuDS is a general-purpose crystal structure predicting tool being used by material scientist. It is argued that if we are interested in accurate prediction of LC values only, then chemical stoichiometry based SPuDS program may not be too effective. 
